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The DIT Examiner

George Kelly,
displaying the
Golden Trowel be
won for the recent
competition
sponsored by
Ormond Bricks.

DITSU, DIT Kevin St., Kevin St, Dublin 8.
Ph: 402 4636 PblFax: 4783154

The Peace Process

Pic: Jimmie

Robinson

Will it work? Do people want it to work? The 9801bs worth of home-made
explosive recovered from the trunk of that red BMW boarding the ferry for
England at the start of the month was confirmation that not everyone does.
Bright young things Bertie and Tony are at such a loss as to the outcome of the
whole thing that they couldn't even agree on a procedure to shove the thing along
when they met in London three weeks ago. Nothing much Mo Mowlam can do
seems to hold for long, and now Talks Chairman, Senator George Mitchell finds
himself in the position of having to force the issue by demanding that all parties
get it together before the end of this month. As the Middle Eastern example has
shown, maybe .the best thing such peace processes can deliver is a less violent
interim between prorracted civil unrest or intense paramilitary activity and a total
peace, something which seems less and less likely by the day for Northern

Niamh
McDonough, far

left, Marketing
Executive for the
Bolton Trust, with
the Aungier St
finalists of the
Student Enterprise
.Awards. It was the
first time an
Aungier St Faculty
ofBusiness team
has won. Pie:
Jimmie Robinson

Ireland.

An Pr6iseas Sfochana
An mbeidh dea-thoradh air? An bhfeidhmeoidh se? Is leir, leis an st6r 980 punt
d'abhar phleascaigh a fuadaiOdh sa BMW dearg a bhl le taisteal ar an mbad
farant6ireachta go Sasana ag tUB Ba mfosa, nach bhfuil gach einne ag iarraidh go
bhfcidhmeoidh se. Ta an bheirt 6g ghlic sin, Bertie agus Tony, chomh caillte sin i
lathair na h-uaire faoin toradh a bheidh ar an bpr6iseas nach rabhadar in ann
teacht ar reiteaeh chun an rod a bhni ar aghaidh nuair a bhualadar le cheile tei
seachtain 6 shin. Nd m6ran gur ~idir le Mo Mowlam a dheanamh a sheasann
r6-fhada, agus ta Cathaoirleach na Cainteanna, an Seanad6ir George Mitchell i
bponc ionas go bhfuil se tar eis rabhadh a thabhain do na painithe eagsUla teacht
le cheile i dtaobh na ruda roirnh dheireadh na mfosa. Mar ata Ieirithe ag an
sampla sa Mhean-Oirrhear, is e is d6chaf gurb e an cud is fearr a thagann as
pr6iseis sfochana cia leitheid na staid larnach nfos sfochanta id¥' ~ .,ush'
.
. ,
_ ..id'Itiaisc::eirt Ba ~ de reir an lac.

Right: President

Mary McAleese
speaking at the
recent catering
services
conference held
in Cathal
gbaStreet.
g

escorted into
the building.
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Clarifications

Should you see any iaacauacia printed in any issue ofThe OIT &aminer you
should contact the . .
.
.
matter will be reviewed and any

necessary changes made.
The Crossword winnen printed in the March issue were on page 4 and not on
page 3 as stated.

Health

ThirtJ Year Speec.
Drama StutJents at the DIT
C01Uertlatory ofMusk will be holtJing 4 ShowcllSe oftheir
final ye4r~ work from M"1 13-15 at Bp", in Rtlth.ina RtL
For more tietIlils contact.....402 3000
DITSU I Irish Tunes March Crosswonl mners:
1. John I>mme, 2Yr FrI24, Bolton St.
2. Brian Dollard, 3Yr DTI02, Bolton St.
3. David Kinsella, 3Yr MechEng, Bolton St.
Prizes can be collected from the Editor, Students' Uni , -~,.-:r.-.'
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Hum Nuts Do It
Better
(or)

Bitchen Good
Congress
Dear Editor.

CARIThanks

DIT
Dear Editor.
On behalf of all at the CAR! Foundation, I
would like to take this opportunity to thank you,
the students of the Dublin Institute of
Technology for your tremendous achievement in
raising £6,000 for CAR! during your recent Rag
Week. The money will give an important
financial and morale boost to the work of our
Dublin therapy centre, funds badly needed as
CAR! is currendy f.acing a serious financial crisis.
The Children at Risk in Ireland Foundation
(CAR!) was set up in 1989 to provide postassessment therapy servica for children (up to

USI Congress is an annual event where
individuals from different colleges can share and
debate their opinion and the opinion of the
students they represent. Sadly that is not the
case.
USI Congress is a battle ground where student
representatives ann themselves with hidden
agendas and personal hatred, together with their
back-stabbing and shit-stirring tactics in order to
battle against USI, other colleges and even
against delegates from their own college. In every
battle there are sacrifices to be made; in this case,
friendship, trust and loyalty. Every delegate has
the intention ofachieving what is best for the
students all around the country. I think not,
comrades.
There are no winners in this battle, only losers,
and they are the students. The damage is done.

18 years) who have experienced child scxuaI
abuse and to provide suppon for non-abusing
members of their families. We also run an
information service. outreach presentations and
workshops on issues relevant to child scxuaI
abuse.
CAR! does not receive any funding from the
State. and the provision of the service is ever
reliant on generous donations and our own
fundraising efforts. It is always such a welcome
bonus when others rake it upon themselves to
raise funds on our behalf, and particular credit
must go to the students of the College of
Marketing and Design for the trojan work that
they continue to do for CARI.
All ofyou, by your participation in Rag Week,
have helped in your own way to give recognition
to CARI's work, and for this I am very grateful.

Yours,
A disappointed student.

Yours sincerely,
Rita Monahan
Fundraising Manager.

poet's corner
Maolshell£h/ainn 6 Ceal14igh
The Goldmine

On the Campaign to Introduce the Irish Language to
the 'Business Community'

The neighboun would waft at him, over the hedge
But they knew the aid man never answered hello.
His house was the dirty one perched on the edge
Of the neighbourhood's brightest and wealthiest row.
And they wanted to open him, drive in a wedge,
And next time he might hear their gmcrin&'o but 110.

I liked it better when the business-man
Used other tongues to follow IUs vile quest;
When Irish-speaking bad its own quaint clan
Who trade saw as pariahs of the West;
The poet, priest, the bar-stool Fenian
And all of the eternal disposessed.

Was it pity that drove them to try and try?
It was pity, ofcourse, but not pity alone.
It was horror to wau:h tlM: man's twilight pass by
With a house like a IIlOIpe. and a heatt like a stone

And they shuddered to think that a life could RID dry
And they shuddaul to think what might come oftheir own.

'Our mother tongue is not mere propaganda!'
The modem Gaeilgeoir cries, fist in the air.
'We left that lefty stUff behind with Granda!'
Well. let him leave it; but how does he square
His task oflinguistic Save-the-Panda
With business's crusade oflaissez-&ire?

But they knocbd in the
' IIDpped mmi. out
And they found him in bed, lying
and c:oJd
But liCe was the thing that they found all about
In the photos and Ieam he'd hoarded like gold
ADd' adl of their minds grew a linping doubt;
I· 10 much life, before I have grown old?"

Why sell the yuppy Gadic. when IUs creed
Is not to buy what can't be quickly sold?
Why think the hearts of profiteerS will bleed
For the unwanted, profidess, and old?
The market first! The market must be fieedJ
If GaciIge PLC folds. let it fold!

lxeam"

But if it sdla iD souL I'D turn my face

Away fiom it, without one short cocbone!'

."....

s.,.6ferVi..W .L'Iii! r (Jevu.;,}.,,...~

A tongUe untainted by the market-place
That lwes trade', troOpS to be hibemophone;

And IdIa out fiom the poor, the only nee
That everyone is eager to disown•

The AmiWng Tide ofthe Hum Nut Sluts
(tkpmding on whieh way you look at it)

The social event of the Kevin St year
began with a Welsh rugby scrum
downstairs - even they wanted to get
in on the action. The free pints (thanks
to Guinness) got things off to a flying
start. Everyone was adequately
lubricated by the time the· meal was
served. with the exception of the 2nd
year Hum Nuts (they were completely
plastered). The dancing began after the
first course of the meal and continued
until 2am. Good music. good food.
great beverages and a male to female
ratio of 1 : 4 made up the ingredients
for a good night.
All the men. sorry. boys. ~rubbed up
well in tuxedos but fortunately (or
unfortunately?) they didn't last long.
One random punter was richly
rewarded for the exhibition of his full
manty skills. But does anybody know
what the guy in the toilet was doing
with his trousers under the dryer?
Didn't anybody tell him the full monty
was going on outside on the floor and
not in the loo?
Third year Hum Nuts broke all
previous records with eleven of the
original sixteen scoring. Although that
record can and probably . be broken
- all offers to SU Kmn St. KcYin St
wu cl repre e ted ith a large
cont gent from several cl
,
most enthusiastic being engineers and
wobblieSt although despite many
attempts, the engineering scoring
avenge wasn't improved upon.
Congratulations to the rugby crowd
who managed to break the loudest roar
record hdd by the Irish supporters in
Lansdown Rd, with their toasts. The
pint of gin obviously went down well,
Murray! Their kilts looked well,
although many thought Simon didn't
have the legs to display it to.its full
potential. Sony Simon.
CongratuIatio by the way, to the first
}'Qr Hum Nuts who managed to get
lost in the hotel and were found on
their way to the bedrooms. They
obYiOUlly took the promotional posterS
a liale too seriously.
Some Wdtb rugen did IDIDaF to Ft pat the

.1eCUrity (Liaa) and wen: found tryins

to

iadude cheir1Wllel in die third ,ear Hum Nut
*Old mcmpt. Not cO cIic:rimiaae, wc aUowcd
~ to eater. They paid their .£S (2 pina for
..-. - Rudl)
&IiIed ID eR* die rq Iiac.
Bwa thoqp the 0IpDiIen (l'bUd Hum Nut)
. . .Wadt _1OfDC
·t
~ ACIIIioo.
aad CVIIl_1atdiaa die Black TIC
_
die bIdt of die dcIret. iaIiIIIecl
up •
- - . piU
aad'
__ audit.
" - ~1IIUlawud fOr Dmd IiouIbmL
e bow ia CIOOI to be difIeIau, I>aYML buc

anr.

A pat niPt WII bad by all and we're

cIependi.. OD 2ad ,ear Hum
to c:ontinue
~~- nmember. Ft JOUr ticba

.

Usa and Mamad
Hum Nut III
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Tasty Times!
DIT Mountjoy Square Fashion Society held their big swinging Fashion Show
in Temple Bar's Music Centre on Monday 23rd of March.
DIT Arts Officer, Lorcan McGrane, got stuck into the sauciest event on the DIT Calendar.
Pies: Denise Mahon
Furlong, the striking end product Alan Fitzpatrick and Deputy President which was belied by gentle catwalk
ashion Shows, their very thought distracting from the pain of sore fingers Rose Daly who took care of P.R. for the swishing and well balanced poses. Once
conjura up spectaeular examples of due to over-enthusiastic hammering event were seldom f.lr away with stylish behind the Set its more like a relay race
head
phones in clacking heels around labyrinthine
behind the scene bitching, anorexic and splinters .
which seemed to corridors where make-up bags and
walking twiglets and Naomi Campbell
blare obscenities hairbrushes take the place of batons and
the
falling on her arse the odd time. Not Meanwhile,
and magically the winner gets to wear glittering purple
to mention bizarre unwearable dothes models were being put
imbue the wearer eye make-up. Invaluable assistance was
that are equivalent in price to the gross through their paces in
wi
th a worried supplied by the unflappable Karen
the
fashion
equivalent
national product of Peru. Thankfully
however these are all cliches to be of Full Metal Jacket.
look and running Buggy as entire looks and outfits were
forgotten when dealing with Tasty, this Even during rehearsals
speed comparable changed effordessly not to mention the
year's hip incarnation of The the
snatches
of
with a certain seamless organisation ofVlVienne Byrne
Mountjoy Square Fashion Society's routines and dances on
spotted African which ensured everything was
land mammal.
annual show. The Show was held in display were excellent,
accounted for and under control
the cool environs of the Temple Bar working effordessly in
After
some
Music Centre and money raised went time with the adept
to (ISIDA) The Irish Sudden Infant vocal direction of
ubiquitous dry
Death Association.
Choreographer Tara T.
101Mthin
tht
ice the first tirade
Clifford.
If you 1ISt]. t4sty. fInY. wry
r. lIS -ggoes. of foxy females
remember that top
arrived to strut
spanda clad eighties energy explosion their stuff in front of an eager crowd.
Fame it was something like that - ~D The show represented a veritable
5,6,7,8 AND
ORK IT!!' etc., checklist of cool from the fashion
thankfully there were no pink woolly heights of the high street with the likes
leg warmers in sight.
of Korky's, Morgan, Airwave, Envy,
Lipsy, Shue
One of the criticisms levelled
and Susst all appearing on
at the accepted elite of
some seriously desirable
catwalk fashion is it's
bodies.
Plai" white dress. comp/m with girl
inaccessibility and
impractical nature, one
There were also some
would normally fin
fantastic new d .gos
it difBeult to go
from NCAD and After a stage-splitting finale with every
the pub wearing 8
Granon Academy. A model returning for a qu-i~k encore
inch platforms with
personal favourite was things subsided on the stage except for a
goldfish
in
them
the
Mega-City One- few tense moments of unexpected rear
Mountjoy Stfua" p1'01litkti aD tIN
topped
off
by
a
seelike
outfits
of tubular exposure. Luckily no one mistook
17UJtk1s on tht nightftr a show thilt
turned out to be a grut stKCG.
through aluminium
blue and red rubber mooning as the next great fashion craze,
dress and a hat made from
flanking a bizarre Captain although it would definitely be
Although it may seem to the untrained the engine of an old
America I Mother !Ireland I interesting if it became de rigeur on the
eye that there's nothing to a fashion Citroen. The style on show
Scottish Widow type character catwalks to indulge in bouts of backside _
show but throwing on a few dresses and here was urban,..
. ,
with a tiny glittery expression. In any even.t there was
walking around a stage for a while, the accessible and relevant 'I'!'totJ~fin:,!"SIX-wrz&..shlt..l co.':" shield and flowing enough amusement betwixt bar and
.,
. h'
I" agaln..jUSt f}mme one mor~ charu:~.
Id
reality is slighdy more strenuous. Being to It s streetwlse Ip
green and go cape. dance floor to keep those inclined to
a have a go type
audience from the futuristic hovercraft So a heart felt thanks goes out to those indulge happy until the early hours of
who's
never
type DV8 trainers to the swinging key fashion notables of tomorrow namely - the morning. Overall an excellent event
adverse to a bit of
chains, cool khakis and funky fleeces of Pamela Doyle, Polly Parsons, Paul which led effortlessly into Art and
banging I ended
Hobo.
Brady, Elga Hick, Anya Fehrenbacher, Design Week , which you'll probably
up under the
Claire Davies, Karen Kirby, Paula sti1l be trying to recover from when you
expert eye of set
After the essential few pints to chill Kavanagh, Orla O'Rourke, Edel Tuite,
read this.
designer Janet
after a busy day': work we took our Helen Wheeler, Caroline Walsh, Maria
Molphy to help
pJaca
to the stage under the eye of Qui8ley and Michelle McGoff.
build some sttange
a huge VIdeo
to sec the fast paced
fabric-covered
intro video, a veritable communications Alternating, rapturously received
structures finding
chimera constrUcted from cannibalised girl/boy sets culminated in a frenzied
out that this
Burger King ads, news stories and MTY centre piece section, an excell t
fashion lark was as
style fast fact flickerings. This was recreation of the current bodypopping
much et squares
completed by the booming overhead bame in a disused warehouse featured
and sawing as it .--.-, v 'ce of Damien Pedreschi, our in the current Run DMC video. After
was sequins and AfinJ rttJ nUmMr with incomparable com}Xre for the evening this strenuous show of manic music
'
cHtUt ,,1tN trim aruJ
delivered
with
characteristic movement few could be convinced that
stl'1ettos. D
esplte
~. this, ;" «JiIng,
some of my efforts ",."u W.., i¥Itn-.
enthusiasm.
the models where ordinary members of
being akin to a a.......~--'
the student body and not trained
huge woqden game of Kerplun th
With DJ Mick Glynn secured within prefessionals.
fini hed set looked fantastic due to the centre's big beat balcony the hits
some very hard work from competent IrA=pt us amused until the arriva1 ofsome Before the finale I was nabbed for a few
carpenters induding Ailbhe Maher, supermodels in waiting. Fashion society odd jobs behind the scenes where one
Coleman O'Kane and Jonathan chairperson Neil Mc Kenna, Director could discover the frenzy of activity
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The

gy. gUide for today's consumer of poetry.
Maolsheachlainn

6

Ceallaigh

Are you one of those people who feels nervous when others start talking about poetry? Have you ever said 'I never tasted it' when someone asked your opinion on
Tennyson? Or 'I don't even know what a keat is'? Then you've come to the right place.

T ift yourself out

of your philistinism by reading
Lmy capsule course below. It is specially designed
for the demands of today's dynamic lifestyle and
shortening attention span.

This book probably hasn't seeped into the public
libraries yet but it might even be worth buying.

ever book of nursery rhymes, John Newberry, insisted
on an illustration, however small, to accompany each
rhyme. He knew that the child needed a visual image
on which to hang the text. And all of us share this
need to some extent. But you'd be better off buying...

The Palgrave Golden Treasury
I think I can safely call this a classic, so much so that
there is half a dozen versions of it knocking about.
Rich and Rare
The Penguin £1 is too trimmed, and most of the old Edited by Sean McMahon, this is a thumping good
book of poetry. Which is doubtless the reason that it
ones like the
Everyman version
seems to have been remaindered in vast numbers.
leave out anything
Poolbeg had the courage to release a collection of after 1990. But get
Beannacht De Orainn! - popular poetry. Sorry. But I
a good copy and
speak. as a pupil who was force-fed Seamus Heaney.
trace the progress
More power to Sean McMahon. Each poem is
of poetry until the
introduced by a little anecdotal commentary and some
days of MacNeice,
trivial snippets about the author, often humorous.
Larkin
and
.Creating the ambience of a public house debate rather
Betjeman. Until
than the usual one ofa classroom lesson.
lads like Ted
So grab a copy of this anthology, sit back, and relive
Hughes
come
800 years of oppression, valiant struggle, sentimental
along to spoil
ballads and parochialism. 'God's curse on you
That myoid bbck hean _ pierced in this bimr gloom
everybody's
fun.
England,
you cruel hearted monster, your deeds they
That foreign cImIs ~ made our IaDd a tomb
That the light thar _ MIIRIta", glory has gone down
would shame all the devils in hell!' Marvellous.
Has made me a bc:gar befOte you. Valentine Brown.
School Bag
Sequel to the classic Rattle Bag, which I have no
The Poolbcg Treasury of English Poetry
Good, venomous, rattling stuffl Here's Kinsella's intention of reading. I wish I'd given this a miss too. Shamelessly trading on the Palgrave Golden Treasury,
schoilarly rendition of the same stanza:
Chosen by Seamus Heaney and Ted Hughes, it this is another hit by Sean McMahon. The cover
bizarrely combines wholesome fare like Oscar Wtlde's shows a Parnassus-like river glowing milky white
A mist of pain has covered my dour old bean
Ballad of Reading Gaol with ephemera such as R.S. through an indistinct purple landscape. Such a
Since the alien dcviIs entered the land of Conn
Our Western Sun, MUIIItC1"s right ruler, clouded
Thomas.
luscious scene sets the tone for this juicy collection.
- there's the reason "d ever caD on you. Valentinc Brown.
An indicatl
quality i
classic of Do you know what the word 'anthology' means? (No.)
The next version of this anthology might be better. If William McGonagall's (who is widely recognised as It means a collection of flowers. In the si tcenth
they change their outlook.
the world's worst ever poet) The Tay Bridge Disaster is century the first anthologies of English poetry had
not appreciably worse than half the stuff here.
quaint titles like A Paradise of Dainty Devices, A
The Oxford Book of Light Verse
One feature is the single poem allowed per poet. Handful of Dainty Devices, and A Gorgeous Gallery
Oxford again but what a difference! I've a theory There's about as much sense in giving 'WB. Yeats and of Gallant Inventions. This book could be tided
about funny poems, books and so forth: when the Wilfred Owen the same representation as there is in similarly.
label 'humorous' is slapped onto something, it frees only letting one candidate per party into the DMl. Almost a Rich and Rare altered to include that minor
the author from the duty to be credible, serious, (Although, when I put it like that....)
corpus of English poetry, which is non-Irish, The
consistent. Listen to this purple patch written under The School Bag has an introduction by Seamus Poolbeg Treasury is the champion of anthologies.
licence of humour's carte-blanche, and drawn from Heaney, a note on memorising poetry by Ted Hughes, More anecdotal intros, plus a wise selection. This is
this anthology:
but few explanatory footnotes. This is typical of the the anthology wherein I first read Kubla Khan, I Have
contemporary cultural laissez-fair~ attitude that Been Faithful to Thee, Cynara!, The Road Less
Binary by Chris Wallace-Crabb
literature, and poetry especially, is in some way Travelled, and Ulysses by Tennyson, so I feel fondly
Why does a cauliflower so much resemble a brain? All those pale auvcd
sacrosanct.
The attitude that all comment is towards it. The verses in here are so light, charming,
proaubctanccs and hiUodts tease the miod into aaiviCYoo.but brains and cauliflowers,
ab yes, is this the ame kind of paraIIcIism as thar wbic:h bold bctwccn pine cones and
superfluous (if not plain blasphemous). Oh, and it dainty, airy, non-forbidding.
pogodas? There wo: go again, scckiDg otdcr or duplicity in the stubborn univcnc.
includes translations of Welsh poetry, Scottish poetry,
Moon goes around earth goes around sun, et cetaa, analogues active cvcrywb=.
They an: _ Joas. the
the laugbter
Irish-language
poetry. Roben Frost said that poetry is
Echo ttdcems NatcissuI. shadow io touebiDg tdIcaion. Wc ask oundva what it aB
to.e
aad hue.
Iipifics. Somcwbcre, in shadow, apt ... dcbarc such qoatiotIS on a Iawo aB day,
what gets lost in translation. I say that discarding the
I dUnk they haft DO ponioo in IU after
over their wine and buww.
Wc I-the pre.
sound of a poem while attempting to preserve its
meaning is like smashing a stained-glass window to
They an: _ Iona. the.,. oi wine aad _
That last sentence is fantastic. The atmosphere of it is
reach the coloured light behind.
Out oi•
powerful and that's all. The 0111y problem is that
Our pedI cmap _ • whiIc, then ca.
Ireland iD "0-_ _
people like Seamus Heancy read clean fun like this
and take it seriously. But would someone like Brendan There's a school of thought that says what's good The langourous odour of some expensive perfume
Kennclly be able to write this, from another part of about poetry is its purity, intangibility, imperishability. hangs over these pages, mar a dcirfeL Scan McMahon
this wonderful anthology, namely Michael Flanders' You know; the fact that its composed of mere sounds, understands poetry.
the role of a poem; to
H4ve Some MlJI1eira M'Dea~
define
a
very
particular
emotion,
idea. concept. Not
'a mouthful ofair' to quote Yeats, and yet, and yet!
just
a
handful
of
crude
emotions
aired
in verse after
That's true; but at the same time there's nothing
Unaware of the wiIcs of the saaIr.c iD the grass
verse
after
verse.
wrong in showing it off at its best. Too many
Of the fate of the maiden who ropes
This is the onc to buy.
She lowered her saacIanIa by - . . her p..
antholog~es use tiny print, upappealing typography
The Oxford Book of Irish Verse
The fingerprint of Thomas Kinsella is everywhere on
this book. There's about forty pages of good stuff in
the middle; Mangan, Yeats, Moore (who Kinsella
criticizes in the introduction) and the rest of the boys.
The bit before that is lifelessly translated monastic and
bardic school verse and the bit after that is the freeverse seafood of Seamus Heaney and his cronies. The
last fragment is by Michael Hartnett and is called A
Farewell to English; but the Oxford Book of Irish
Verse parts ways with proper English about forty pages
before this.
Kinsella's translations are perversely hollow. Listen to
this brilliant translation of O'Rathaille's Valentine
Brown by another hand:

...,dnam
.-..

Her COIInll'"> her qa. and biI hapaI
She sipped it. she drank it, she dniDed it. she did
He quietly tdiUcd it again,
And he said as he scaetIy carwd onc mote nod
OD the butt ofbio Pl-bandIcd caac,

Haft IOtDC MADEIRA m'dear!
I've got a small cask of it bcrc,
And once ia been opened you know it WOO't bep
Do finish it up, it will help you to deep,
Haft IlIlDC MADEIRA m'dear!

and almost no blank space to a page. But anthologies

like this use nice lettering, big print, and lots of white
space per poem. The last is very good; it elevates a
work. Like a gallery painting commanding lots of
empty wall surface. White space is always beautiful.
And it has big, colourful pictures. works of art,
photographs, landscapes. The publisher of the first

6

OM f Caution
Remember tbia. though; a poem ia just a poem. not
lIOIIle kind of re1igioua tat. To
a culinary
metaphor, poetry ia mole a seasoning than a foocL

Poetry only articulates what we have already felt but
could not fully Gp

WHAT A CIRCUS, AND WHAT
ASHOW
In anticipation of the success of Titanic there could be a potential starlet
at the "Oscars" ceremony, Sky News amongst those currendy in the class.
treated us, a few hours before Next, into the adjoining room, where
proceedings began, to a brief visual Kate discovered and developed her
biography of actress Kate Winslett, acting skills
presumably on the basis that, if the film (oh, to think, a famous actress in years
really was to "sweep the boards", she to come, appearing - no, starring,
had a good chance of success herself as a starring - alongside Leonardo di
nominee
for
"Best Actress". Caprio - "Leo" to his adoring fans).
Indispensable television material, Here, someone had assembled a small
without which any later viewing of the group of teenage pupils from the school
ceremony itself would be frankly for appropriate "pre-Oscar" tributes and
good luck messages although it
incomplete.
The repon showed us how and where it actually appeared that they didn't care
all began for her. First, we were shown one way or the other whether or not
early footage of her as a teenager in a Kate might win; and two much younger
school play, although not in the lead schoolgirls - who had probably never
role - she was apparently a late (but heard of Kate Winslett - carrying a
doubtless gifted) developer. Then we self-made "Good Luck" banner.
were shown the room in her former All set, then, for the ceremony and the
school in which she was taught, and the awards from the Academy of Motion
very desk (no reference was made to the Pictures, Arts and Sciences on a night of
chair, for some reason) at which she sat. great - nay, titanic - expectations.
There was even better to follow. Sitting And the winner for "Best Actress" was
on Kate's desk - apparendy during an (it "should be all of them", according to
actual class - the reponer showed us a one presenter some years ago) .... Helen
close-up of examination results for Hunt, for As Good As It Gets. It
Kate's class; and there was her name, certainly was.
next to suitably acceptable grades she was good academically as well, you KEVIN O'BRADY
understand, and no doubt appreciated
the importance of a good formal
education as well as acting. This was all
with the underlying suggestion that if
Kate could achieve ~t she has, then

Kosovo: Locht ar Mafia
na Rtiise?
le Mairtfn Breathnacb
Is sceirdiuil iad impleachtaf na
coimhlinte i Kosovo. Ta suas le 90% de
daonra sa chwge Itigslaiveach de sliocht
Albaineach. Thit teorainn na hAlbain
anuraidh de bharr achrann shfbhialta sa
dr. Scaoileadh airm chuig Airm
Saoirseach na Kosovo (UCK), dream a
bhl mar grtlpa mhiorasach roirnhe sea.
De reir dealramh, nf he nearnhspIeachas
an Kosovo amhain a bhfuil" taobh thiar
d'fhuascailt an achrann sa chuige acu.
Ta daonra Kosova a ra gur choirpigh as
an Albain ad ag deanamh ruathar
istokhe ar ionaid mhIleata Seirbigh, a
thosaigh an chomhlint.
De reir na p6ilini Seirbeacha, beinear ar
Albainigh go rialta sa cornharc. Mcis rud
e go bhfuil firinne sna tuairisd seo, is
gruama an dearcadh ad ann do
thodhchal na Balcain.
Ta se dite cheana, 6 shaineolaithe
coiritlla na hEorpa go bhfuil fianaise
ann go bhfuil Mafia na Rtlise measctha
suas ann. Leirionn na firid e seo go
soleir.
Direach mar thainig coir eagraithe i
Iathair sa RUis tar eis titeadh Aontacht
na bPoblacht S6iveideach S6isialta, ra
an rud cheanna tarlaithe sna mBalcain.
Nil stopadh ar bith ar na coirpigh sea
agus ni he siocMin ara de dhith orthu.

Ta na cCadra marbh sa RUis de bharr an
reabadh earanbu.
Mar ghalar, ra scatal de dream Mafiosa
tar eis insfothlu a dheanamh ar chuile
dr sa Bloc Theas. Ta se increidte an
rnheid is a bhfuil siad imfthe i reim i
saol poiblf na RUise.
Is i~roichte e st6r fhairsing airm d6ibh,
agus is m6r an t-abhar iar6ine e
comhlint a fhuascailt chun na h-airm
ceanna a dhiol le cibe a bhfuil ag
ceannacht. Duirt ceannaire Interpol,
Raymond Kendall, gm bagairt m6r iad
don Iarthar 6 thaobh gn6 de. Murab
ionann agus an Mafia san Iarthar
tiontafonn siad ai' an bhfoireagan
Iaithreach.
Ni raibh ann ach tamailHn sular
ndeachaigh siad i measc daonra Kosovo,
6nAlbain.
Dfreach is a bhfuil airm a sholathar acu
chuig an UCK, ta armlann de luach
$1.5 billiuin dfolta ag an Rtlis don
tSeirb, i margadh consp6ideach a
rinneadh anuraidh. Chuir an Rtlis bloc
ar iarrachtai na Naisitlin Aontaithe
s6cmhainnf na Seirbe thar lear a
chuireadh de dhroim seail.
Is drochthuarach an cnamhsceal ara ag
nochtadh os if gcomhair.

A Winter's Tale: this thriller's stealing the show
Miss Smil/4 SFeelingftr S1UJW
by Peter Hoeg
The written word, it seems, does not
always translate well to the screen. Or
maybe only few readers of "good"
literature go to the cinema.
In 1993, Miss Smilla's Feeling for
Snow (written originally in Danish)
became Peter Hoeg's first fiction book
to be translated into English. In the
United States, as Smilla's Sense of Snow,
it spent eight weeks on the Publishers'
Weekly hardcover fiction bestseller list,
reaching eighth position. It was chosen
by Time magazine as "Book of the Year"
and attracted numerous other highly
favourable reviews.
An English language film version of the
book - called milla's Feeling for Snow
and with a cast including Julia
Ormond, Gabriel Byrne, Richard
Harris and Vanessa Redgrave - was
released here in October 1997. It
received mixed reviews, attracted lime
public interest and was withdrawn after
asbon run.
The story is about Smilla Jaspersen, a
Greenlander living in Copenhagen, who

befriends the young son of one of her
neighbours. The boy is found dead after

for snow"), she believes that the boy's
footprints suggest that someone else was
involved in his death. She discovers a
cassette tape hidden by the boy that
provides the main clue to what
happened. Her investigation involves
near-misses on her own life and leads
her, aboard a 'cargo ship, to the Arctic
ice field off Greenland, culminating in a
somewhat unusual denouement.
There is much in this book. The central
narrative - written in the first person
and present tense - is interspersed with
Smilla's reflections on her childhood in
Greenland and with Hoeg's own
reflections, through Smilla's thoughts,
on the human condition and on life
itself. It is not always immediately
apparent, because of this, as to which
passages are a continuation of the
central storyline, and this interrUpts the
narrative flow.
Smilla is an unorthodox heroine, maybe
unique, in this genre at least. She is
arguably somewhat masculine as her
falling from the snow-covered roof of a investigation, and the exploits that this
warehouse. Smilla doubts the police involves, might normally be associated
theory that the fall was an accident: she with a male protagonist and are
knew that the boy did not like heights reminiscent in places of Ian Flerning's
and, as she has a specialist knowledge of famous secret agent.
the properties of snow ("I have a feeling The central story includes a study in
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human relationships. Smilla, in
particular, is unable to form a
relationship of any significance with
anyone. "I think more highly of snow
and ice than of love-, she says, and: "If
anyone asked me what makes me truly happy, I would say...snow and ice ...".
When she thinks she may have found
love with another character, she tries to
prevent any feelings developing.
As a socio-political commentary, there
are several oblique criticisms
throughout the book of the fact that
Greenland is a Danish sovereign
territory (with a limited form of
autonomy), regarded by Danes as
Denmark's "northernmost province".
Greenlanders living in Denmark are
treated disparagingly by Danish
officialdom and Smilla describes herself
as very much an outsider there.
Overall, Miss Smilla's Feeling for Snow
is an unusual, but highly imaginative,
work with numerous themes. It
provides an entertaining storyline and a
stimulating discourse on the nature of
human existence.
KEVIN O'BRADY

,

AMLE Cathair na Mart 98
The Union of Students in Ireland's 40th
Congress in Westport this year was
dominated by the tangible urge to
overhaul the organisation's structures
and was significant in influencing three
things.
The first of these was the election of
rank outsider and reform candidate
Dermot Lohan to the position of
President, signalling the end of Colman
Byrne's legacy as it shut out both USI
candidates, Helen Ryan and Dermot
Quain, who were, unfortunately,
perhaps, associated by default with
USI's worst year for some time.

DITSUPREMACY in future years
cannot be guaranteed, however, as
University of Ulster Overall President,
Cllodhna Kerr, questioned delegate
allocation methods on the eve of

A photograph typical ofsuch occasions: pissed~opk in
a bargoing 'Wahaaayy!" whmnJa' a camera app~ars.

ever!' as delegates on both sides of the
argument spat fire. Steering Committee
had chosen well, however, and lowtemperature Chair, Paul McMenamin,
kept the boiling pot of stew(dents) [Oh,
God....] from spilling over.
Guest speakers during the week
included local TDs, Tom Moffat (FF),
current Minister of State for Health,
Jim Higgins of Fine Gael, and also the
Chair of Westport'S Urban District
Council, Margaret Adams. Tom Moffat
urged students to use USI as the 'vehicle
of innovation' and 'vessel of
conservation' that it is, while Jim
Higgins lauded the organisation for its
'vocal, vociferous, and effective lobby'
which 'rumed feathers' with its 'straight
talking'.

Congress. [DITSU currently bring 23
delegates to Congress, second only to
UCD who are entitled to 25.]
Kerr's argument stemmed from the
notion that the northern sites payed
more per capita than their delegation
numbers to Congress reflected. The
potential danger here is that both
Queen's - whose President, Cormac
Bakewell, supported Kerr's challenge Victor, D~rmot Lohan, is congratulated
and
the combined clout of University of
by Vishnu. th~ six arm~d Hindu god
Ulster Coleraine, Jordanstown, Magee
Siobhdn F~aron as her victory is announc~d
second significant outcome of and Belfast would outweigh the
Comhdhiil 98 was the abolition of the considerable bulk of the DITSU Even more interesting were Sinn Fein's
position of Union Development delegation.
Gear6id () hEara and the Progressive
Officer, the post to which NCIR's Sean An increase in the numbers of delegates Unionist Party's Robin Stewart, both of
Corner was elected for the coming year,
fo r whom impressed upon their audiences
and held at present by Dermot Quain.
to use their political positions in
Thirdly, the reform buzz led to the
achieving ends through discussion,
citing their own experiences of finding
reduction in status of both the Lesbiantangible results in that way. Reform and
Gay-Bisexual Officer and the Women's
Rights Officer to p~ut-time positions;
change had to take place from inside
heretofore they were full time
the group or organisation concerned
permanent offices.
was the line proffered, good advice to
Such moves were dictated by strong
sentiment towards reforming and
Gir/Powerfindsth~timooputitsft~tup.
protecting the financial structures of QUB and UU co~ld run as high as 26
USI, allegedly managing to lose money or 28 by their own calculations, though
through its Temple Bar raic, ri-ra agus obviously Steering Committee [mainly
ruaille buaille emporium, Club ·US!. ex-students with experience of such
Some feat that. Clearly, delegates to the congresses, who act as the overall
conference were under strict authority when it comes to
instructions from their local student Congressional protocol etc. - whew!]
sites to lay the groundwork for next would have the last word.
year's task of putting the organisation in National Affairs on Monday afternoon
D~ots Lohan and Quain discuss fiM
saw Congress skip relatively easily over
Aston Palace back into shape.
Havanas and other post-~kctora/ itnns.
It remains to be seen
the first two
whether these particular
motions, those an edgy UeD, who dissaffiliated from
changes in USI's structure
of
actively USI earlier this year. "Killing people
are the most suitable ones,
supporting the will not make you embrace someone
with supporters of the two
Northern Peace with open arms," Robin Stewart told
stripped officer positions
Process and Congress, referring to the Peace Process,
vowing to fight for their
adopting
a but it also put into perspective the rift
neutral policy which grew up around USI this year.
reinstatement next year.
From DITSU's point of
stance
on This seemed to have some sort of effect
view, it was quite a ''M L ft./L h
.. . h h
._Lh abortion, only on the general proceedings, particularly
'l
'Y aear uoW, t ~ position IS sue t at..y/Ulll ,
Id'
success f u I e om hd h ,11 • yadah.yadah... exp~dimcyofthdssUl! ...yakyak." to exp 0 e ID a where uen were concerned, as they
Ronan Emmett, current
fireball on the worked quite constructively over the
President in Mountjoy Square, was third. This was President Col man four days. When it came for President
elected to the position of Deputy Byrne's parting shot, that USI would Colman Byrne to give his emotional
President in USI for the coming year. campaign against any change or farewell speech at the end of the week,
Aungier Street Welfare Officer, Derek removal of Articles 2 & 3 in the Irish the standing ovation he received gave
O'Shea narrowly missed winning his constitution, Bunreacht na hEireann.
the impression that the entire ucn
bid for Welfare Officer; Queen's Lots of shit started hitting fans and pickle hadn't even happened, or at least
University Belfast candidate Siobhan things got very heated for a while, one that UCDSU President, lan Walsh, and
Fearon beat him by seven votes.
veteran observer describing it pretty his contingent were prepared to forgive
accurately as '..the BADdest Congress him.
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Environmental Officer, Ruth Howard;
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Donovan continued
onovan Leitch, one of Ireland's
most famous residents, is nothing
less than a living musical and cultural icon. He has made a series of albums
such as Sunshine Superman and A Gift
From A Flower To A Garden which
deserve to be regarded as Iynchpin recordings of the 19608. History records that the
first concept albums were not made until
1967 but Donovan was spearheading the
use of philosophical lyrics in pop music as .
early as 1965. Some of the very first psychedelic recordings, taken together they
epitomise perfectly the philosophy and
style of the 'Summer of Love'.
I meet the Sl-year-old Soot on a windy
night in Whelan's before a show which
will be memorable for both its intimate
fervent atmosphere and its demonstration
of the timeless nature ofDonovan's material. In person, although the man retains a
charismatic ama which infects all those
who surround him, he is remarkably
engaging and mend1y. Glowing with
health and well being, it is plain to see that
he has worn far better than most of his
contemporaries. He ushers me into his
dressing room and settles down to reminisce about his career, paying me the compliment of going all the way back to the
beginning. "My father's name was Donald

D

and he wanted a name beginnmg with D
but he didn't want a Scottish name like
Dougal or Dermot. So he was at the
movies, watching a cowboy film and he
saw a guy burst into the bar and say 'OK
Donovan, draw!" because in those films
people were called by their surnames. And
he thought 'That's it!'"
When I came to make my first record
they asked me my name and I said
Donovan - they didn't ask if it wa§ my
first or last name! It's always been natural
for me and my close mends call me Don".
Bom in Glasgow in 1946, Donovan was
smrounded by music from his very earliest
days. "In Scotland I listened under the
table to the songs people sang at parties.
This was before radio and television got a
grip and people made their own music and
sang their own songs. So I listened to sad
songs ofleaving from the Irish side of the
family and lilting songs from the Scottish
side".

When be was still a small child his family relocated to St AIban's in the Home
Counties, where he first became exposed
to bohemian intluences.
"I became aware ofjazz and blues, pe0ple like Woody Gutbrie, Joan Baez and
CbarIie Parker. In Britain we were 00 the
point of merging so many ditfeaeDt styles

together. We had jazz clubs, art schools,
folk clubs and coffee houses. Brought
together they contained the seeds of revolution. The BeatIes wore suits in mimicry
of people like the Four Tops and the

annoying traditionalists in the process.
"You weren't supposed to play this
music to pop audiences but I thought that
. was bigoted and small-minded. How was
the world going to change unless the mass
of youth, who usually only read cereal
boxes and listened to saccharine pop music

were turned on to these bohemian influences?"
Donovan first became
famous be was labelled as a
British Bob Dylan but those
who listened closely to his early songs
such as the haunting 'Catch the Wmd'
would have realised that he was less of an
overt political commentator than a poetic
romantic.
As a child his father bad read him poetry "ofnoble thought and radical protest",
Robed Bums, SheUey. Kads and Byron.
He grew up in a lIOCiaIist abnospbere and
bad an early hit with the political protest
'Universal Soldier'. But then be turned to
the books of Buddhism which prompted
him to take a more mystical p8tb.
"They reminded me in a deep way that
the problems of the IDIderiaI world are
formed from the imbalance of the thought
paUems of the fickle mind. I saw that
changing one party for anothc:I' was just
changing the rider of the same wild bone
of the undisciplined mind. Tme cbanse can
ooIy be made inside the human form, not
outside. So I began to write of cblmae IS
an individual, not collective process. I
by
for . staDce, but

WE

Miracles. But you must remember that
they played in Bohemian clubs in
Liverpool, went to art school and read the
Tibetan Book of the Dead. The art school
scene in all the provincial towns was a catalyst for so many elements to come togetber."
For financial reasons Donovan was
unable to complete his own stint at art
school but his resenbnent was only temp0rary. For he was about to be transported
"into a multi-media world where I was artdirector of all my songs".
Donovan began his career by taking
pure
music into
pop

E"ery

FIona lie CBnn talks to Beryl Bainbridge, an extraordinary writer hose latest book
about the Titanic won the Whitbread Award for Fiction

T

to look at the antiquities for one
part of the year. And then they'd
go to Paris, and then to Boston,
and then to London..It was like

he Oscar success and
media-hype surrounding
James Cameron's Tlkmic

is testimony to the public's c0ntinuing fascination with the great
tragedy of 1912. 84 years on
there is something about the final
moments aboard the 'unsinkable'
ocean liner that still intrigues.
Beryl Bainbridge, whose 1atest
novel EW!I')' Man for Hilrlself
documenas the experieoce of one
young man who sailed OIl the
fated ship. gives her interpretation of its magnetism "The reason it's 1asted is because it has
that symbol of this beautiful ship.
You get a ship now, QE2s and
things like that. They &reIl't a
patch on the old liners." She
describes the TItanic as "a thing
of great beauty, inside and out. A
marvellous thing. There's been
worse disasters, many worse. But
it was just that it was the symbol
of its time."
Bainbridge illustrates this time
through the eyes of Morgan, a
young man whose ties with JP

Morgan allow
to mix in the
higher circles ofsociety, despite
the secret of his humble birth. He
joins those 00 the upper decks of
the great ship, whose wealth and
birth entitle them to a life ofprivilege and piety denied to those
toiling in the engine rooms below
them. "On that ship were about
six or seven multi-multi-millionaires 88 w~1I as several very rich
people. And they all knew each
other. They had a sort of social
life. A lot of them went to I:.gypt

one big club."
Morgan is both an observer
and a part of this club, who drink
and dance their way across the
Atlantic. Having played a small
part in the ship's design, Morgan
is privy to observations about the
reality'ofthe ship's situation long
before the other passengers are
aware of it. Cooversatiooa with
Captain Smith and Thomas
Andrews (the ship's designer)
reveal the urgency of the problem
while the other passengers play
cards and seduce each other in
bliss~ ignorance.

Despite our awarepes8 of their
inevitable fate, Bainbridge's realistic and poignant portrayal of
these people floating towards
their fate maintains our interest
and compassion until the
inevitable final pages. It has met
with huge critical acclaim, securing her her fOurth Booker Prize

nomination, and winniDg the
Whitbread Award for Fictioo last
year. This kind ofpnaise doesn't
affect her, as Bainbridge maintains that critics are ooIy
impressed by her latest DOvels
"because they bow about history
more than I do and so they're
much more interested in reading
a book about Scott going to tile
Antarctic and the Titanic sinking
than they are about somebody's
life in Liverpool in 1954."
She
critic' RlICtion to the DOvel "A
in
London read the booLl aut a
letter from her.. She said
'd
read it and she was out in the garden afterwards thinking about
what she was going to put in the
article and she just wait cold all
over. She went into a depression
for about six weeks afterwards.
Wasn't that strange?"
Stranger still was Bainbridge's
own experience while finishing
the fina1 chapters to meet her
publishing deadline in the dark
hours ofan April morning. "What

I hadn't realised was that was
April the 15th [the anniversary of
the disaster]. I was at the top of
the house writing. h waS about
three four in the JnOfIling..l
heard voices, and I weot to tile
top of
. I tbouabt "I've
left the wirdesa 00" 80 I weot
down and I bIdn't ofCOUlllC. As I
weot clown, the wicea stopped. I
came back up and they started
again. This w
00 and o~
for about an hour and a half
while I furished the eadiJIa. But it
wasn't SCR8IDI, evayooc
upset. The ooIy thiDg I could
come 10
. . . tbcy were having a reuoioo. It
quite fmmy.
I could bear them cbIttaing
away downstairs wbiIe I did
this."
Unfazed by this eerie end0rsement, Beryl Bainbridge has
already begun work OIl her sixteenth DOvel. In her own wards,
writing is "just the thing I do. aod
that' it,"
.
'Every Man For HiIuelf'
is published by AbtIcMI

music

Andrew Lyndt talks to Elcka, the stylish and elegant Londoners who

present pop as an entire package
n a mundane musical world with literally hundreds of bands vying for your
attention, it helps to have an ounce of
intelligence, wit and style. Elcka have all
these things in abundance and consequently they're one of the most essential bands
around.
"Inertia really is the bane of modern life
and I personally have spent a lot of time
searching for ways of escape," says
Harrold, the band's singer, a charismatic
wordsmith who prefers a single moniker.
"A lot of my songs are about dreaming,
finding a way out".
Elcka are casually elegant and not
ashamed to dress to impress. They look as
if they've just marched out of Carnaby St.
but to label them as generic mods would
be a mistake.
"Dressing up is not just about clothes,
it's about presenting a complete package to
the outside world. Give me the choice
between being an exhibitionist and a wallflower and I'll take exhibitionism every
time."
The five-piece first came to attention
during the 1995 Britpop craze when they
were picked out by such luminaries as
Martin Rossiter of Gene as coming stars.
They made their label debut in 1996 but
tedious record company politics and a bout
of litigation prevented them from bringing
out their debut album Rubbernecking until

I

last November.
Rubbernecking is about striving to find
a birei's eye view of the world rather than a
worm's eye, trying to infuse the mundane
with romance. Elcka are not just staring at

Now', and the astonishing 'Leather Lips',
an intense depiction of the madding crowd
on holidays, dying by degrees. "Such a
display ojsubminance to decay" For if
melodies are to mean anything they must

the stars, they are reaching for them. And
like all the best pop music, it acts like a
glue which draws disparate things together
for one brief shining moment.
Elcka transcend both influences and circumstances. For them glamour is a means
of escape rather than an end in itself.
But beneath the glamorous surface is a
savage poetry which expressed itself in
such songs as the vengeful 'Look At You

have an edge.
"Our songs are often very vitriolic,"
says Harrold. "It's not that I feel like that
all the time but I find that people can relate
very easily to veoom."
The band seem to make a poiDt Of
attracting only the best and the brightest as
their fans. Top of the list is one Stepben
Morrissey who has done his best to give
them a leg-up.

Albums
Eel........... and Andrew Lynch
examine the latest releases
MARKEITZEL
Caught in a trap od I
am't back eut 'cause I
love you too mucll baby
~

Recortllllgs

A few years ago, before his band
American Music Club signed up
to a major record company, Mark
Eitzel almost quit the music business in frustration. In fact Eitzel
reportedly quit the band on
numerous occasions before doing
it for real.
Caught in a trap... is Eitzel's
third solo album and what a poorer place the music world would
have been had it lost him all
those years ago. In the opening
lines of 'Are You The Trash?',
Eitzel sings about a game of sur-

vival. certainly no one is better
placed than Eitzel himself to talk
about this.
While not everybody's cup of
tea, Eitzelltill remains one of the
finest songwriters around. Thc
misery ofhis music is almost
upliftina be ItIrts off Caught
in a trap... accompanied by just
an acoustic guitar before deciding

the outstanding track from an
album so laid back it almost
seems the music doesn't want to
come out of the speakers.
More than ever Eitzel's lyrics
are deeply personal and it should
swprise no one that 'Go Away'
tells you to do exactly that. Eitzel
will never be a superstar, he'll
never top charts simply because
he's not commercial eDOQIb.
That's a aood thing. He is JDOl'C
important to music as be .
bec8uIe -aolikc your Spice Girls
or your average boy band his
soap aRl pure poetry. EaeatiaJ

begin to make a bit more sense.

'Rubbernecking' is out now on Island

pointingly it eods the story after
the band, ODe of the IDOIt seminal
of the 19608 have scored their
first bit with 'You Really Got
Me'.
Nevertheless, for Kinks devotees the album is a pleasant trawl

drummer Mick Avory.
are brief
snatches of SCBDe Kinks soap
al
the choice of these
seems 'ghtly idiosyncratic ('It's
Alright' instead of 'Sunny
Aftemoon'7) Inevitably, as with
most live ~ it lIOUIIds
like it wouI4 have been better to
have been 1bere but in the
absence of any new'
material, this release is timely and wel-

come.
AL

linriIa
RAYDAVlES
Sto

r

BMl

that other musicians might come
in bandy. 'Queen Of No Onc' is

"It all happen out of the blue Morrissey came down to a small gig and
said some nice things about us. The next
week he rang us up and invited us to tour
America with him. He pretty much kept to
himself, though. I still don't know what he
eats for breakfast and I'm quite glad I .
don't."
"We were amazed by how well the US
audience responded to us. on some radio
stations our single 'Nothing To Lose' was
the most popular British record after the
Verve and Oasis. It was quite a relief
because apparently some of Morrissey's
previous support groups have had stuff
thrown at them by over-enthusiastic fans."
The band are now poised to begin their
pop masterplan in earnest.
"Our second album will be more
focused because it's been written over six
months rather than four years. It will also,
we hope, be more reflective of our live
sound which is much more energetic than
you'd think from Rubbernecking."
It is an exciting prospect. Elcka are a
serious band They have been a band since
they were sixteen, they've lived together
for over five yearsall and it is plain from
Harrold's intensity that the band dominates
his every waking moment. They make
music which is not ashamed to aim for the

In 1995 the inimitable Ray
Davies of the Kinks published an
exceptional autobiography X-Ray.
He then went on to build a solo
show combining readings from
thc book with acoustic renditions
of somc of his best-loved songs.
Storyteller, Davies' first solo
release , is essentially the recording of that show although disap-

through Daviel' childbood ad
early iDtlueDcea. Tbere are m0ving delcriptioDs of his family aod
their house in Muswell Hill,
where everything important wakes, parties etc. happeDecl in
the fiont room. It was there that
Ray with his younger brother
Dave first rehearsed the songs
which would make them household names. There are also some
witty, if malicious, impersonations of the band's early managers and their charmingly stolid
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VIVE LA DIFFERENCE!
Kevin 0 ''Brady
With Ireland's defeat by Wales at
Lansdowne Road, the prospect of some
success after Ireland's perform'ance in
Paris came to nothing. We've seen it all
before.
What a pity. After the game against
France in the new Stade de France, a
headline in
The Irish Times declared: "Ireland
respond magnificently", presumably in
reference to Ireland having confounded
all expectations - both partisan and
neutral - that France would win with a
score akin to a cricket result.
Irish supporters were no doubt
delighted - and greatly relieved - that
France did not do what was expected.
But
there
is
equally
some
disappointment that Ireland were
unable to consolidate their
10-point half-time lead. It is nearly 20
years since Ireland had a half-time lead
against the French in Paris: in 1980,
when Ireland led 18-9, a concerned
French supporter said to my father
during the interval: "Vous avez gagne".
Non, monsieur, not until 80 minutes
have been played. Not against France.
And certainly not in the Parc des
Prin,ces. Ireland did not score in the
second half, France did and recorded a
19-18 win.
Although the result in the Stade de
France was much better than expected,
that was in part because France did not
play the way we know they can. The
move which resulted in the try by
Bernard-Salles showed the kind of
rugby they usually play, but their
handling generally was not good, and
poor discipline resulted in several

penalties against them.
That aside, Ireland's display was better
than against Scotland in the previous
game. It was refreshing to see the team
play for 80 minutes - rather than an
hour or so - and it is to their credit that
they were in the French half, looking
for a try, at the end of the game.
The arrival of Warren Gatland as
national coach appeared initially to have
made a real difference following the
Irish performance - if not the result against France. But it now seems to
have been no more than a coincidence as opposed to effective management
strategy - that whereas five players from
London Irish - who have had little
success - played against Scotland, only
two played against France, given that
only one player from London Irish
played against Wales. Yes, there was
some trace of "proper". rugby presumably infused by Gatland - but
the overall was acutely reminiscent of
everything amiss in Irish international
rugby before Gatland assumed his
position.
Although Ireland came very close to
making real sports history in the Stade
de France, the records will show that it
is now 15 years since Ireland last beat
France (22-16 in Dublin, in 1983) and
that it is 26 years since Ireland beat
France (14-9 in 1972) in Paris.
Before this year, it was four years since
Wales last beat Ireland (17-15 in
Dublin, in 1994). On the basis of
Ireland's present form, it is frankly
difficult to see how or where they can
achieve success and turn statistics in
their favour.

Abov~ /eft: Long distanc~ runner Fiona McGann finishing a Tecmt cross-etnmtry nlmt in tIN Phomix
Park wh~ sh~ was up against some ofthe country sfirust third kw/ compnitors. Abov~ right: With lathtr
Dtssie McGann [an old hand (/iJot. nIm) at long distanc~. IN compaeJ in the 1972 Munkh OlympiaJ.
and DIT Dir~etor of£xttr:na' Affairs, Dr. ~cl4n G/ynn after the rac~,

Lorcan McGrane: DIT Arts Officer
Lorcan McGrane is a native
of County Monaghan who
graduated from the
University of Ulster
Coleraine in 1996 having
finished his Media Studies
course. He was recently
appointed as DIT Arts
Officer, a position with
almost infinite possibilities
and massive scope within the
Institute itself. Taking a few minutes
out of his day to entertain the warped
mind of the DIT Examiner, he dropped
a few hints as to what considered plans
and un-hatched schemes he may have
for the future.
What happened after college?
"I, was working in Belfast for about a
year and a half, doing adminiatrative
office work. It gave me gObd
background in office work...! had been
freelancing for a mag called The Buzz in
Belfast writing anecdotal pieces, halfcomedy, entertainment stuff, and then I
moved on &om that then to work for
them full-time as an editorial assistant,
a multi-faceted job. I worked in
Dunnes back in Monaghan for a while
after that, until I got the DIT job."
What does he make of his new post?
"As far as I know sports is set up in the
DIT, its well covered. They have
definite events and a calendar they can
slot into, whereas with arts its daunting
in a way but its c:x:citing too. It gives us
a chance to organise great events and to
try and co-ordinate all the buildings.
And I know where all the buildings are
now!"
How will you approach such a massive

co-ordinatiOIl task?
"Organisation will involve lots of travel

Left to Right,

back, both centre, and front rows, and anyone not in a row:
the Irish Colleges Hockey Association teams with Seamus Byrne.
Pictured here outside DIT Kevin Street as they prepare to board the bus
for their Dutch tour. Somebody was supposed to write a repon for me, but
you know how it is...what with practically sweeping the boards at the
recent DtT Club Persons bash and all, sure you've hardly any time left to
think don I t be talkin' about writing stUff for the college paper etc... [Editor
caned off to Dundrum muttering incoherently...] Pie: Jimmie Robinson

between campuses on a regualr basis. I
want to set up a proper timetable, so
that students will know where I am,
because the whole thing relies on
student input. Feedback as much as
possible. I hope to set up a simple
survey in the next few weeks, to find
out what events students like, what
events would encourage them to travel
aaoss the city to other sites. Then from
that information we can set up a
newsletter which can keep information
flowing continually between the various
sites. So that if you're in Mountjoy
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Square but there's a good
photography event in
Temple Bar, or an arts
event in Kevin Street or
BoI~on Street, that you'd be
tempted to travel more.
The problem is, like
everyone knows, that
people are too contained in
their own buildings, they're
not reaching out. The overall
aim, I'd say, of the' Arts Officer is to try
and make a cohesive, unified identity,
bringing it more towards university
level. So you'd have a DIT identity,
rather than an Adelaide Road identity
or wherever.
Where will students find you?
"At the moment I'm in Fitzwilliam
House in Pembroke Street [the DIT
Pauagon], my
·011 is 3424, but
I'll be putting up posters in the near
future of my times, when I'll be mostly
in the different Students' Union offices.
Its a bit like 'VISiting Hours', its a bit
formal, but its as much about finding
out what the students want as
anything."
Still recovering from the student
lifestyle in UU, he hasn't forgotten
some of the things that can help people
through the troughs college-life always
brings. He has thoughts a-plenty on
how to maintain some semblance of
enjoyment while subjecting one's-self to
a third level education.
"There's great potential for some sort of
Drama Festival, because there's a Drama
Society in each college. There's great
scope as well for some sort of Film
Festival which could include a
combination of student-interest films
- the obvious ones, Pulp Fiction,
Reservoir Dogs - to old films, and
students' films, the things being made
in Aungier Street. So you could have an
overall DIT Student film festival. Its a
pipe-dream, but it would be great to
have a DIT The Movie, as weU. A 'Year
in the Life o£.' whatever students, vox
pops of student life or people working
in the Students' Union, edit it together
and its there as a cultural artit2ct. Posh
tertn for it but there you go. It
And with that he's ofT again to shape up
the DIT's arts programme -- keep an
eye out for him.
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Thighs) and the wonderful Witi<Jws
downs, a la a Bob Dylan. Surface of draped tastefully over it, but
by the RaJio... David Holmes brings
the Sun is definitely the hottest ultimately doesn't entice much.
new releases
piece here, with Close to the Peace and Love is more interesting, out Holmes on the Decks,
Storyline and Days to Remember as is the final work on the disc, essentially a root through Holmes'
Therapy? Semi-Detached
not-quite-J ohn-Kelly-eclectic
coming across as vety genuine takes Submission...Agus is iad Liam 0
A&M
on past personal events...Rocking Maonlaoi, Fiachna 0 Braonain record collection, but turns up a
few vety interesting
out slightly are Pet Lamb's with agus
Peter
~----., ditties as he pays
This album supposedly marks a their second album, Tenderness, O'Toole an
rerum to form for Therapy? and is which is just that in metal terms. triur
ad
homage to his retro
the first since the departure of Fyfe Very inoffensive on a noise fagtha
mentors including
sna
Ewing. It opens with the rocky, pollutional level, it leans heavily Hothouse
the
Jungle
slightly quirky single, Church of into the melodic for weight, and Flowers anois,
Brothers' This is
Noise, which is pretty much seems to succeed in this but more eislonn
My Lift, Skinny's
standard Therapy? style lately. The towards the end of the album. siadsan singil
Failure and the
You Can Love
next couple of songs are fairly plain, Second song, You and Yours is an
effervescent Beastie
uninspired ramblings with unhurried piece guided by plaintive Me Now inniu
Boys who are due
Tightrope Walker reminding me of guitars, and number six echoes the (20 Aibrean)
Libiti<J: another Brit-pop onslaught, an album soon too.
Knives, from the Troublegum LP Violent Femmes through its 6n
bhfad- this time from the North ofEurope.
Bit t e r s wee t
awkward sounding construction, cheirnln Born
in parts.
Symphony gets a
The fourth song, Lonely, Cryin' bass and snare to the fore, but not a bheidh amuigh ar 11 BeaItaine. pretty good once over, but the
Only, sounds to me like a candidate until the eighth track, Shes Got Filleadh ar an saol ata ann don ultimate prize here has to go to The
for a future single release, being Things on Her Mind, do constituent ghrupa, ach nl feidir m6ran a Bearles, whose Tomorrow Never
amore straight forward catchy parts begin to merge to the best of mheas 6n trl ainhcln seo. Beimid ag Knows from Revolver is so pertinent
rocker a la Nowhere or Stories.
fajre...Evety once in a while thirty two years later that it
Things then slow down and get a
the US produces an highlights
the
Chemical
little bit less straight forward,
artist/group of pretty Brothers'/Noel Gallagher Setting
evidence of their new guitarist
phenomenal proportions, Sun as the sham that it is - how
begins to show more. Its all a little
and
this
time
its come no-one said anything at the
bit too moody for me.
Grandaddy,
who time of the super-jockeys' No.1
Straight Lift is a slight return to
encompass so much shit its hit?!. ..And king of popular poetty
previous pastures. Then the
almost futile to try and Jarvis Cocker hefrs his bunch back
Cornershop style Indian intro to
grasp it here, suffice to say in our door with This is Hardcore,
Heaven s Gate blasts out and for me
that this single, Laughing which it is, stunningly accurate
its the strongest track on the disc.
Stock, is a jam with the thoughts on paper, I'm personally
Mid-paced, tuneful pop metal, as
Beach Boys, Giant Sand, not as convinced by the music but
you'd expect from Therapy? Don't
The Breeders, Beck, and you'll forgive me...
Expect Roses continues this on with
Neil Young to name bugger
all. Taken from the album, ChaOS
its catchy riff and vocals, whilst
Tramline is a forgettable mix of
Under the Western
samples and noise. The Boys Askep
Freeway, its the follow up
is also pretty forgettable, a long
to Everything Beautiful is
The Mitchenm know their green X cotU... Far Away... Libido are yet
ballad style number that wraps
gIgs
things up.
another Scandinavian outfit
Overall, then, the trademark their ability, coming together very perfectly built for an invasion of
catchiness is still evident and a Jesus well on Normal Pleasures.. . Sack Brit-pop whose single, Revolving, Conor Byme, Mother Redcap's
Lizard / Big Black type of guitar release Laughter Lines, the second will no doubt revolve its way to Tavern, March 26
wor~ seems to have reappeared
single from Butterfly Effect, album high chart positions in light of their
from years ago on some tracks. Not no.2 for them. A towering chorus frequent
comparisons
to There's something about Mother
for the better I feel, as at times its along Orbison lines stands out from Radiohead, music full of break-up Recap's Tavern, the wooden floors
too muddy. This is certainly no the rest of the tune, which isn't scenarios, not to be banged on to and low-hung lanterns, mat lends it
T roublegum and is pretty average particularly astounding, while cheer up your life...Liverpudlians, to the kind of session I witnessed
overall.
FrinuJ ofMine, no.2 on the single, Kings of Infinite Space bring our on a recent Thursday evening. As I
similarly has a decent chorus and Cool single in honour of Wayne walked in, Conor Byrne was already
Godsy
little or no body. The instrumental Gretzky, National Hockey League on stage, warming us up with some
light jigs and reels before Gemma
last piece, Housework Nol, is the record holder...
Hayes, one of Dublin's hottest
most i~teresting' of their
Keeping it kinda countty sees the compositions here... 'Honolulu, Long players this month include singer-songwriters, took the stage.
Her melodic, mellow vocalising led
Great Western Squares back and 1929,95 degrees, hot,' is how The
us through the first couple of pints
better. This album, Almost Sober is Mitcheners introduce themselves
to that pleasant stage between
a greater tesst of their mettle, on their debut single, named after
contentment and merriment, before
including only two covers (Gram that well-trodden South Pacific
Conor Byrne took over again.
Parsons and Merle Haggard) but city, but in reality this song is only
Beginning with the first track on
with
numbers
like
Gary the tip of the ice-berg where this lot
Fitzpatrick's best, Legs Diamond are concerned. Includes, PetUstrian,
his debut album Wind Dancer, a
melodic air entitled Fact with a
(which contains the line 'Sttteter's which Tom Barman could have
View / Scully Cauy's, he took us
gone and disappeared/The written, and which makes beautiful
through a varied set that would
Catskill's got his tongue'), and use of the vocal talents of writers
have put James Galway in the
good Anemone lending some Michael McCormack and Colm
ha'penny place. Joined by Paul
credence to his abilities as a writer. O'Connell, but the sting is in the
Kelly on mandolin, Byrne carried
Stan
Eraught
and
Barey tale here too, with the brilliant
the show, barely pausing to take a
McCormack share some of the Sooner or Later. Pure, unadulterated
breath between pieces. As the night
penmanship too, and the disc is a pop music as defined by original
wore pn, and the tempo picked up,
slightly loose but coherent work..as artists of the calibre of the VU,
the stage became more and more
if to prove that Gary Fitzpatrick Husker Du and Boston elves Da
populated. Miire Breathnach on
isn't the only post-punk countriest, Pixies. Made its way to no. 1 on
fiddle and Steve DUDbar on
Australian 01' punk Richard Davies, 2TV April 5 too, wink, wink,
bodhran
joined
in
the
formerly of The Moles, has released nudge, nudge...Pelvis release five
We Art Par Four..no, that not
merrimaking. "This is no cabaret
his second solo album, Telegraph, song single Hang My Hat as a
quite it... My Mate ]oeSnores.. nah
band, I swear!" laughed Conor as
which is reminiscent of many preliminary intro to their Maythings including Californian release debut long spinner, Who Sligo-born Perty Blake's vety fine the stage became thronged. With
hippies, Love, and the better- Are You Today? The title track is a cabaret style disc named Perry bodhran, mandolin and fiddle,
known Byrds, but with the more vety subtle, carefully produced Blake as far as I can make out, Byrne and friends followed
personal treatment of Iik's ups and piece evoking Orbital with vocals including Genevieve (Pilot ofyour hornpipes with jigs and reels,
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May
Fri 1 Dawn ofthe Repliamts

Doon8:3Opm
Silt 2 Aver. White &mJ

Doors: 8:30pm

s.m 3 W"tnrrm
Doors: 8:30pm

1'1n4r 7 Dust Junkys
Doon: 8:30pm
Silt !J The Qunyr.nr

Doors 8:3Oprt1
Silt 16 SItitrJiw

Doors: 8:30pm

1'1n4 21 The CrwIIIIm ftlltJlring Su-ie su- tmJ
lJwIp Doors: 8:30
Fri 22 Whole Utili Led, Up triInue

Doon:8:30
Silt 23 Gorlrys Zygotic Mynd

Doon8:30
Silt 30 ThirJ Coming, Stone RostS tribute
Oub l.iatinp
Wed_I)" Species
IruIiI eJ.b lIIith DJ TOM Fa.
Doon 1l"" U/£3 iifm 11 ",;tbJIynf.dIkJa Another PIaoet
FMltU" PI.-IX DJ.
0.-.11,. SIU
~HoIyCow

M"lty Bellty ""mt/s with Aidtl" Keny + pests
VisUtlls by Light Surgeo". £6/£5

!!competition!!
The DIT ExAmi,," and The Mean FitMkr
are giving away two tickets to Dust ]un/tys.
First correct entries win.
RiJJk us this: Who is the King ofRock'n '&01

Sat May 9 World ExcJu ivc! Laurcat Garaier Live!

charged @Kitchen
Thu Apr23
Thu May 7

jolumy May + Billy Scurry
jcff Mills

Sat Apr 25
SarMay9

johnny May. Simon MiIIipn. Noel Phdan
PsychonaulS

@Funnel

as far as their performance at the
Olympia on 7 March is concerned, it
was worth the entrance fee. The fact
that ticket sales for the gig went to over
a thousand boosts the credibility of
their popularity.
The concert opened surreally, as lead
singer Dodima pushed the audience
Fiona Mc Cann
into a period of bewildered fascination
as he mimicked a piece that befits
theatre. This was followed by what will
be the new single, Tht World is Dtad.
Manor, Da Club, March 20
With tunes like Volcano and Eskimo
MANOR ruled the Da Club on March Friend, Juniper had everbody present
20th with the self-assured arrogance of itching for more of the same. Ntar,
gangsters patrolling their rur£ With the wrirten by drummer Paul Noonan for
likes of Brazil and Daze playing on the his girlfriend, could be reminiscent of
same night, it seems fair to say that this Radiohead's Lucky but from a much
was a gig Manor could do with their more distant perspective! The band
eyes shut - the intimate surroundings refer their style to Radiohead only
upstairs in the Da Club provided the partially, not wanting to follow in their
perfect ambience for which to do so.
shadow.
Half of Brazil treated us to an acoustic How well the band were taken by the
set - a little dull, a little old, and a rad crowd can only be judged by the buzz
mainstream. The fact that Pete the bass that could be felt from them as the
player was missing, didn't maner. The atmosphere throughout the night was
fact that one of their last songs didn't of the same opinion, with comments
have a title, didn't matter. The crowd like "I have got to get the album!" and
was by this stage comatose anyway. Exit "Which one of them doesn't have a
girlfriend?!!"
Brazil.
Enter Manor. Arrogance was all- Dave Geraghty on guitar and Dominic
pervasive during Manor's scintillating Phillips. the bassist. held their own on
set. Opening at gale-force, no rescue each side of the stage. Brian Crosby
couldn't be forgonen with his keyboard
was
needed
from
SOS
breathtakingly belligerent. This was an wizardry. With the last song everyone
assured beginning and Manor let us wanted more, and, put-down
know they were there to enjoy notwithstanding, Juniper came back
themselves. SOS was followed by You and gave more, finishing at 3am.
The band are recording at th~ moment,
Igno"- at your peril!
The glorious lyrics and resounding their debut album due for release in
melody of Impossible Thing had lead • early September. Things are looking up
singer Gcrry Kavanagh walking in our for them and the album could be the
minds. Meanwhile Ntighbourhood number one buy for Christmas. If you
shows that Manor have indeed their didn't get to sce them play. have no
own way of moving and their own way fear, they will be playing a date in
of grooYiog. Said guir:aria GoaIoa Lee Dublin Cude at the start of May
afterwards: "When you see us three supponing Kula Shaker.
doing our synchronised dancing bit,
Brian O'Sullivan
you know we're enjoying ourselves!"
Elsewhere. Dt/Wm Boys followed by a
richly woven tapestry of sound that is
Dtstroy tht Sontt. proved that Manor
are kings of the live-set. The "tidal
wave"
version of DeJiclltt Bo,s
(Delicately Poised E.P). was a far cry
from its restricted CD sound and had
us drowning in its depth. And the buzz
in your stomach? That. friends. is the
echo reverberating to the millennium
and way way beyond.
Unfortunately though. the band Daze
finished off the night - literally. And
in a daze is how they left the quicldy
MUSIC QUIZ
departing crowd, with their repctitiYdy
KEVIN O'BRADY
crass teen angst.
Not in a daze however. but stunned.
How do you rate your knowledge of
were the crowd by the clinically clear
music? Do you really know who is
message that Manor arc to the future
who? If so, can you say by what
born. When is this band going to be
names the following artistes arc
signcd.)lJ
bcner known?
punctuated by slow, lilting ballads that
hushed even the inebriated punters at
the back. During one brief pause ,
Byme remarked "Jesus, I'm not used to
talking!" Not a problem. Music from
Canor Byrne can speak for itself.

LcahHenry

Dcclan Patrick McManus
Priscilla White
DavidJona .
Rcginald Dwight
HarryWcbb

As FM as IDCIII aida arc collClCl'Dcd the
hype about Juniper being tipped fOr the
top is JUSt a pmmick. A fut plan of
action on char part would be a quick

apology.
The band is growing in popularity
every day. With their first single.
being a success in the
charts and their next single to be
released at the ~!!d
rliiilllonth dici

W,Il,"'''''''''.

DavidCook
Qcrilyn Sarkiaan La Picrc
GaryWcbb

Lcslic ScbuDan CIwla
Ouismphcr John Davidson
Answers in the next edition

=

band is on a wish lilt for making it big
in the world. First impressionslut. and
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Nosebleed

The word on the street is that Dublin's leading
fanzine has gone from Anti-Nazi to Anti-Human
in one fell swoop. This issue comes with all the
usual interviews, local music news, demos and
worldwide reviews.
Special features this time out include Irish
Underground Music since 1972, and a bellyful of
words - the mighty Stomach interviewed.

Out End of April
Price: £1
Available in record stores that sell music
Comet
Freebird
Road

Minister
for
Education,
Mfchecil Martin,
dropped
in
recently on the
painters
and
decorators of the
Linenhall, one of
Bolton Street's
annexes, to view
some of their
handywork.
Pictured above
right with his
namesake, Warren
Martin, taking a
keen
interest.
Bottom
right,
painter
/
decorator, David
O'Donovan puts
the
finishing
touches to a sign.
Pics:
Jimmie
Robinson.

THE IRISH TIMES
DITSU Simplex

[lRr---ra S awr;J-RfiJ
Competition
PRIZE: First 3 correct entries drawn will
each receive a £20 gift voucher
for DITSU Students Union Shop.

RULES: Only open to members of the DIT
colleges. Employees of DITSU and THE IRISH TIMES

are not eligible to enter.
No Photocopies.
Entries close: Fri I May

SEND TO: THE IRISH TIMES I DITSU,
Crossword Competition,
The DIT Examiner.
(to be dropped into local
Union office)

THE IRISH TIMES
FOR. THE TIMES WE UVE IN

NAME

_

COUEGE

_

YEAR

_

COURSE

S'lUDENTNO.

_

ACROSS
8 Rant, sire, about the sieve. (8)
9 Not based on fact. (6)
10 Brightly-coloured ornament of
little value. (6)
11 Conquer, overcome. (8)
12 Fire or flashing light as a signal of
danger. (6)
13 Sing, hams, you're terrific. (8)
15 Sing to AI in low voice. (4)
17 Fraud, deception. (7)
19 Burn a dead body. (7)
22 Not genuine, forged. (4)
24 Dough baked hard in small cakes.

(8)

AVAILABLE FROM

Ditsu

27 Famous film dog. (6)
29 Lend four to the fish. (8)
30 A flock of geese. (6)
31 Inhabitant of the Arctic regions.

(6)

brother. (6)

32 Cause to explode. (8)

26 Not outside the house. (6)
28 Silent small bays. (6)

DubllIIIudtute ofTecllDalOlJ SIudeaII U1Uoa

_

DOWN
1 Rake with machine-gun fire. (6)
2 Projecting watch-tower on a castle
gate. (8)
3 Train Leo to be inside. (8)
4 Most courageous and fearless. (7)
5 Spanish governess or chaperon. (6)
6 Long container for animal feed or
water. (6).
7 Basket with hood used as a cradle.
(8)
14 Laugh at, make fun of. (4)
16 Its not right. (4)
18 Painful neck injury. (8)
20 Move down to lower class. (8)
21 Hatred of women. (8)
23 I stared at the riding style. (7)
2S That man's father is my father's

STUDENTS UNION SHOPS

COMPETITION NO. 7
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fever set in. Inexplicable power cuts
and fires occur and massive killer jelly
fish and sea snakes bombard just about
Stllrring: DIutin Hoffitum, SINmm Stone,
anyone who sets foot outside the
Samuel L ]Ilekstln.
habitat.
Director: &rry LevinstIPI.
Curiosity gets the better of Harry and
he enters the sphere itself to find
out what in the heck tarnation is
going on. When he returns he
takes to reading 20,000 leagues
under the sea and is acting
somewhat-out of character.
With the crew beginning to drop
like flies, Stone, Hoffman and
Jackson begin to suspect each other
of shifty chicanery. Each person's
nightmare can manifest itself (
A
. . , baDftom 0IIkr spaa. And Sharon Norman has a phobia about jelly
fish...dating back to his childhood)
but it is hard to find out whether or not
Based on Michael Crichton's novel of they are paranoid hallucinations or the
the same t1 e, phere tacKles the subject dangerous truth that the sphere is out to
of sub aqua alien invasion. Similar to get them.
.
The Abyss in its theme, Crichton's What starts off as quite a good idea
novel w;as out way before James turns into a hotch potch of thrillerl
Cameron even thought about getting
adventure
.interspersed
with
wet.
unbelievable psychobabble. Some of the
A suspicious spacecraft, covered by
dialogue is baQal;
three hundred years WOrth of coral
growth, is found at the ~ttom of the "Did you go ~ the sphere?"
Pacific ocean. An eclectiC group of "No. you told me you did.
scientists are called upon to investigate. "You told him about the sphere, didn't
Dustin Hoffman plays Norman you?"
Goodman, a psychologist who Barry Levinson ( who has another
spearheads the team which also includes movie coming out Wag the Dog), has
Beth, a biochemist (Sharon Stone). and
worked with Hoffman several times
former girlfriend/patient. Sam~e! L. before and to great effect (Rainman ).
Jackson joins them as Harry, a brilliarit Combined with the talents of Crichton
mathematician and Liev Schrieber plays as an experienced movie writer and
a competitive astrophysicist. The producer, this film could haye been so
assembled posse of super brains dive much better. The basic premise is quite
thousands of feet down to the habitat
interesting. The idea that this sphere
specially construeted for the duration of
has the power to make people think
their stay, under the keen eye of army against their will is a novel one and
official Bames ( Peter Coyote).
doesn't rely on big scary sea urChins for
They head out to in;spect the craft, effect. But Levinson doesn't seem to
anticipating some semblance of know which direction he wants to go
monstrous alien life. They encounter a in, whither sci-fi adventure or suspense
humungous golden sphere from. insi~e thriller, which leaves the ending
which somebody or something 15 convoluted.
omitting signals...unfriendly ones at
that.
Dustin Hoffman seems to attract

Sphere

~~anJJafiveyurolJllSltfur?

The confined team soon begin to let
their past histories get in the way of the
job at hand, claustrophobia and cabin

themselves well with the sketchy
material they have. Some of the
underwater sequences are good, but
nothing you haven't seen before. It's
not up. to much, but Sphere is a
reasonably entertaining yarn.
t

Mousehunt
StIIrring: NIItINm £me, Lee E"mu,

Christopher Wa!km.
Director: Gore Verhinski

tape recording, as he is caned off on a
streether.
The superb animatronics are by the
same people who worked on Babe and
Jurassic Park (Charles Gibson and
Michael Lantieri ) and they create a
very cute creature who outsmarts
humans who intent on getting him out
of his cosy abode. Bring a youn~r
along under your oxter to this hi~!
enjoyable comedy that has"enough ~ It
to keep the "grown ups chortlmg
along.

an

When their father dies, brothers
Ernie ( Nathan Lane) and Lars
Smuntz ( Lee Evans) inherit a
string factory and a dilapidated
old house which they assume is
worthless. After stumbling upon
the original blueprints for the
house, they find out that it is
indeed a priceless piece of
architectural history. Following a
sequence of mishaps ( Ernie loses
his .restaurant due to an
unfortunate cockr()ach incident
v __ -L- •
•
•
',J
••
Sawase~
~ IS fl1I tmpra.JIW "J"""" .,.,
· ~
and Lars is kic k e d out by h IS
",,,1Iitratw1ltll'7tMJJ,J..tJfIJith"'r.htInIdm.
disgruntled wife) they move into
..
the house to renovate
auaion it off.

ana

Kundun

It
seems that their luck has finally changed
when they find a mouse in the
em ... house, who evades all their
attempts to nab him. Desperate to get
rid of the critter, theycaU on the
services of deranged exterminator
Caesar, played by Christopher WaIken.
But this is a canny wee mouse who
escapes his clutches every time.

Mousehunt is a timely release for the
Easter school holidays and the few
chislers in the audieJlQC audibly eajoyed
it, First time director Gore Verbinski (
director of the Budweiser " frog
"adverts) keeps the gags coming quick
.and fast. Lee Evans and Nathan Lane
are great together as the bumbli(lg
brothers. Christopher Walken is
excellent as the whacked out
exterminator who sees the need to "get
inside the mind of the mouse..... to
beautiful and brilliant scientific women, anticipate his every move" and there is a
( Rene Russo in the recently televised hilarious bit where Caesar's face off with
Outbreak) and here he makes a good the wily rodent is played back from a
"reluctant hero". The other stars acquit
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DirYctor: M411iIt ~

True life story of TIbetan boy. Tenzin
Gyatso. reincarnation of the 14th DaIai
Lama. spiritual ruler of his people as he
wimesses his country's suffering at the
hands of a psychotic Chinese empire.
VISually stunning. well told story.
I'ILM QUIZ
DVIN O'BllADY
Ale you. oxpat ou fiImI .. you dIlJIIaIIl? Here_

lbe_eollltlllllllllt' _

I. KlrIt ...... (Iaur DuieloviIcIt)
WIIoIpl c.IdIIq (<Aryn"")

2.

3. MIdreJ - - , (Joe Y"h)
4. ...... G.
~ <JoIdbcrJ)
S. T..., e.tII (Bemn SdnrIrlz)
6. DIMe K.-. ~ HIll)
7. JIIlIyG..... (FrIncesOumm)
8. JeIIIlllulow (Har\eu C8rpcIIW)
9. ChuItoa IIeItiID (a.IeI e.ter)
10. S - Su'8DdoII (5_ Abipil TOIIIIlin)
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